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STORM
storm.pps.eosdis.nasa.gov
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Why Swath-Based Analysis Tool?
- Users wanted to explore Level 2 swath products
- Goddard Profiling Algorithm (GPROF)
- TMI, GMI, AMSR2, ATMS, MHS, 
AMSRE, AMSUB, SSMI/S 
- Precipitation Radars
- TRMM PR, GPM DPR
- Combined Algorithm
- TRMM Combined, GPM Combined
- Initially envisioned as a chart tool displaying statistics
gathered from geographic regions of swaths
- Evolved to include connections to THOROnline and 
STORM Virtual Globe, as well as ordering capabilities
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storm.pps.eosdis.nasa.gov/
storm/Analysis.jsp
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You can mouse
over the points
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At the bottom of the page, users can create 
a geographically-subset order for all files
meeting a statistical threshold. Here we
only want granules with maximum
precipitation rate greater than 50 (mm/hr).
storm.pps.eosdis.nasa.gov/
storm/Analysis.jsp
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storm.pps.eosdis.nasa.gov/
storm/Analysis.jsp
If you just want to work with
the statistical data, you can do
that too! Export all the data
(or just the currently plotted
data) to CSV and put it in your
favorite spreadsheet…or
your programming language
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Wrap Up
Why STORM Swath-Based Analysis Tool?
Do you use Level 2 precipitation data?
Are you interested in a specific region?
Do you want to compare instruments?
This tool can handle all of those and more!
matthew.r.lammers@nasa.gov
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